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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Christian education is basic for Christian living.
It underlies and strengthens the intelligent, courageous,
and growing life of the Christian.

Other disciplines of

learning one may ignore with the resultant poverty of intellect and adequate social responses.

But the neglect

of Christian education in one form or another leads to a
poverty of soul that leaves one bereft of Christian character.
Christian education is also basic to the carrying on of the mission which Jesus has given the Church.
Too often teaching has been assigned an inferior place in
the program of the Church.

But in His final mandate to

the Church Jesus placed it along side of proclamation when
He said, "Go therefore and make disciples of all nations
'".....teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
you. II 1 Paul shoWS us the high place of teaching when he
says,

"And his gifts

some prophets,

were that

some should be apestles,

----- .-------------------

___ ----

some evangelists,

IMt. 28:19, 20. R.S.V.
2Eph• 4:11. RoS.V.

some pastors

1

and teachers.,,2

2

And if the body of Christ is to be built up to the matl~ity
and unity of which he spoke and for which Jesus prayed, then
pastor and religious educator must realize that they work
side by side in a common cause, each with a divine call and
gift that makes the one incomplete and inadequate without
the other.
Christian

education

is not merely one department

or phase of the Christian life, it embraces the total scope
of the life of the individual.

It is interested in imbuing

the total person with the spirit of Christ until his attitudes, his thinking, his work, his relationships
community,
Christe

and the world are all reguJ.ated by the spirit of
In its actual application,

is not to be relegated

as important

as these are.

sciences, with philosophY,
and New Testaments
the message

then, Christian

education

to only one phase of the total Church

program, nor to a department

Christian

in home,

of our colleges and seminaries,
But it goes armed with the social

psychology,

theology, and the Old

into every walk of life, to all men, with

of "the good newS of Jesus" in order to develop

persona1ities
But Christian

and world citizens.
education

for its mission as it might be.
are divided

is not as ftlilY prepared
In the first place, there

opinions as to which of the time-honored

phases shotud receive the major attention.
thought holds to a "Bible-centered"
the "child- or person-centered"
construction.

em-

One school of

empha.sis and another to

point of view in curriculum

Still a third counters with a "Christ-center-

3
edtf emphasis.
In the second place, Christian
its lack of preparedness
its task of leadership

education reveals

to make its total weight felt in
training.

It is not that leaders

in this field have not from the beginning
development

at this point, but response to the challenge

has been slow.
Religious

For one thing, the International

Education

out a satisfactory
Education

Council of

itself has been unable to date to work
philosophY

in the field of Leadership

that would satiSfy the whole of the Council.

Thirdly,
knowledged
Council

seen the need for

self-analysis

leader in Christian

of ReligiouS Education,

La showing the generally ac-

education,

the International

that there has been too

frequent repetition in the use of Biblical materials.

This

within itself leads to a one~sided emphasis of content and
to a failure to see, over a period of time, the whole teach-

ing of the Word of God.

In this connection, also, there has

been a certain amount of over-lapping

of materials

for the

various age groUpS that make use of them.
In the fourth place, until very recentlY there has
been a lack of heavy doctrinal emphasis in the cL~riculum
of Christian

education.

Leaders are becoming more keenly

aware that it is not enough to urge people to believe in
Christ, but they must also be taught the content of their
creed, the Bible.

The content of the Christian life is to

be both enriched and stabilized by deep insights into the

4

Word which saves and builds up in "the most holy fa.ith."
has the International Council
Fifth, onlY recently
of our American churche.s
of Religious Education and a few
fill a long felt need of tying
steps
to
definite
taken more
cooperative effort
together in a closer
and
hOIDe
the Church
of Christian education and Christian nurture of the family
life.

In making its fourteen "practical recommendations"

to the International

Council, the Curriculum Committee on

The study_of chr"i~i.~_ft-g_ucation
proposal:

liThe development

offered as its very first

of a new type of home curricu-

lum, really one segment of a unitary church-home curriculum;"l
Realizing

that the Christian familY is basic to the Church

and that the Church is basiC to the Christian home, it is
inevitable

that such a conclusion should be reached and ex-

pressed.
And finally, not until recent years has anything

like a detailed philOSOPhY of Christian education been worked out which could serve as a guide for curriculum builders

and quarterlY writers.

But much ground-breaking and work

yet remain to be done in this area for even the International
Council members who have labored at this task agree that
their own efforts leave much to be desired in the formula-

tion of an integrated, harmonious philosophY of Christian
education.

They reali'ZO that certain basic contradictions

--------.----~.-------------------------------------------IThe stuclY_of ChrWj&.U_E~ucatlon,
~o. IV, "The
Curriculum of Christian Education Nhicago.
The International Council of ReligiOUS Education, 1947), p. 35.

,/

lie unresolved

in their own report to the International

Council.
On the whole the leaders in the educational

field

of the Church have done a commendable and praiseworthy
but it is commonly realized

that great advancements

need to be made if Christian

Council

yet

education is to serve the

Church as it could and should.
the International

job,

So keenly is this felt that

itself has written:

And so poorly has Christian education served the needs
of the adult generation that all too large a proportion
of those with whom growing persons are associated in
their experiences are not competent, if they are Christian, to explain their faith and its relevance to the
situation.l
But as long as liberal and conservative
unresolved,

elements remain

as long as its philosophy remains divided and

blurred, and as long as the goals and objectives are accepted
by some and not by others, so long will Christian
continue

to be hampered and less effective

education

than it might be

in 1ts work.
These various problems facing the curriculum builders cannot but have repercussions

on the denominational

level among the users of the curriculum materials.
of the churches have not developed a curriculum
own.

Neither

Most

of their

is there a particular trend in their desire

to build such a curriculum

(except in two or tr~ee notable

l~hristian Educa;;on~pday
(Chicago: The International Council of Religious Education, 1940), p. 13.

6
examples),

for the advantages of the cooperative enterprise

of the International Council too heavily outweigh what may
be gained in going one's own way.

Sources of materials

and the resources of pooled experiences have made a wealth
of materials available to the various communions which
they cotud not have gained or produced of themselves.
Nevertheless,

it is found that a surprisinglY large number

of the churches have not, even on a denominational basis

,

worked out a systematic statement of their basic objectives
and philosophies

of Christian education.

As desirable as

is such a statement, churches are finding it extremely
difficult to make such a formulation.
Such a condition cannot help but penetrate to and

be registered first of all in the quarterlY writers of
the variouS church groups.

To be Sttte there are certain

over all commitments and doctrinal beliefs that help to

guide these writers in such a general direction as to
satisfy the personal and groUP demands, but lack of clearcut objectives and underlying philosophies at this point
cannot help but reflect a certain vagueness and a bit of
groping on the part of the writers.

If, on the other hand,

the writers are left to work out these principles for themselves, there is more tban a likelihood that the materials
will not then bear that stamp of coherent unity that a
denominational

program demands.

This helpS to account for
a
a certain "disjointedness" of materials-- complaint frequently made by local church leaders.

7
The local congregations
themselves
materials

of the various denominations

share in this sense of inadequacy
of Christian

in both the

education and of the qualifications

of the majority

of those who teach.

of congregation

after congregation

The constant refrain
on this general subject

is the lack of properly trained directors and teachers of
Christian

education.

ing whatever
provisions

Many class leaders have had no train-

for their work and many congregations

make no

for their teachers to receive such training.

Large numbers are aware that their church is not doing
the best job it could be doing, yet through the sincerity
and consecrated

efforts of interested persons these groups

are doing the best they can with what they have.
All of this is not meant to even imply that the
responsibility

for the total conditions described above

lies at the feet of the curriculum
of the matter

builders.

For the truth

is that some of the denominations

and most of the local congregations
kept up with the leadership

themselves

of America have not

and resources

of Christian

edu-

cation.

Neither,

solved.

For when the leaders among themselves and the de-

nominations
prehensive
lapping,

within

however, are they to be completely ab-

their own framework present a more com-

curriculum

without undue duplication

and over-

a clearly defined statement of objectives and

philosophy,

an agreed-upon

and a unitive

curriculum,

standard of leadership

training,

then will the force of these

8
achievements

be felt with decisive weight throughout the

entire rank and file of leaders, educators, and churchmen everyvvhere.
It is the purpose of this paper to treat of the
problems

of the curricula of Christian education, as the

foreg6ing

has lndicated~

Because of the enormity of the

field and in order to be very specific the subject matter
will be confined to the curricula of the Sunday Church
Schools.

More specificallY,

the aim is to e:x:aminethe

present-day emphases that are to be found in the curricula
of Christian

,J

education and to offer Suggestions for the

blending of these emphases that will add to the force and
effectiveness of the great job already being done in this
area of Chri stian education.

Because the International Council of Religious Education is c~stantlY

pioneering in this direction and be-

cause it is the generallY acknowledged leader of Christian
education in this country and, finally, because its membership is comprised of the leading American denominations
in a free association to work together for the common good
of all, the International council and its work will be
1
taken a s the norm in this study.

--------~or

----------------------------~-'

19lous Education),

1949.

a comprehensive statement on the International
Council of ReligiOUS Education, its history, development,
and work, the reader is referred to William Clayton Bower
and Percy Roy Hayward'S ~.Faces
its ~d~c~ti2n£l
~.~k T~ther
(Chicago: The Internahonal Counc~l 01 Rel-

9
It will be noted that one of the methods of procedure has been to gather data and information from various Church publication
personal correspondence.

Boards and religious leaders through
Several publication boards did

not reply, but sufficient responses were made and other
information

obtained so as to give a fairly complete pic-

ture for the purposes of thiS study.

CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHIES
1 philosophY

OF CURRICULA

of Christian education is to the cur-

riculum builder what the blueprint is to the structural

engineer.

It is not the foundation to such a system, but

it is a systematic

outlay without which the builder is

lost and the building

the

itself remains unfinished,

most, unsightlY.

or at

As Georgia Harkness has said, "To

try to conduct a program of religioUS education without
a philosophy is like trying to navigate without chart and
compa ss , ,,1

Though a philosophY of Christian education is not
the fOlUldation it is an outgrowth of it and eventually

turns back in an examination of the foundation in order
to more adequatelY determine what the objectives of the
curriculum of Christian education should be.

The natune

of the objectives will be largelY determined by the nature
of the foundation.

,---------

--,-lLotz, HenrY Phil ip, ed., "~n Und7r~ying Philosophy
of RellglouS Educa tion" in §iJ1.die!l.~n ReJ,!.il~Ous
Eduea tion
(Nashville:

Cokesbury

PresS, 1931), p. 73·
10

11
But one does not discern the nature of the structure merely by looking at the foundation.
of Christian
dation,

So a philosophy

education must do more than examine the foun-

it must map out the logical processes and steps

by which one is to reach the desired goals.
most an impossible

This is al-

task, as those who are working in this

area are finding, yet the attempts must be made if the

program of Christian education is to be coherent and unified.
~_of

a_PhibQ!ophY

of Christ1~ Edy£atiQn

Perhaps we should ask ourselves at this point: More

specifically, just what 1s a philOSOPhY of Christian education to do?

To attempt to define philosophY 15 like try-

ing to define a definition, for philosophY itself is definitive and is an effort to see things whole.
Sheffield

Brightman

Edgar

has said, "If we use the real as a

word to indicate the whole active universe of which our
experience is but a tinY fragment, then we may say that

l1l:!.i.l. .s.oph_Z.J.§_
an aj;j;!'mP.i
to disco~co~t
o

and uni::.

_

;f.ied
- definition
_---- of the real."l
_.....
.

In the light of thiS definition of philoSOPhY we
may say some things about a philosophY of Christian education that will be of value to us.

At least two things

are implied in thiS definition that will benefit those who

-------------------------.-----------------------------prentice-Hall,
A Philosophy
1
'
Inc., 1940),.P. 21.

of _lieligio!1 (New york:
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are helping to determine the trends and emphases of Christian education.

The first is that man must see himself

and his needs in the light of his total environment.

Be-

yond the immediate man fits somehow into the universal
plan and scheme of things.
this point is philosophy.

Man's systematic attempt at
But logically, even philosophy

will not let us stop here, for if man is to take into account the whole active universe and the totali.tyof his
environment, certainly he cannot leave the Creator and
Pervader of that environment out of the picture&

For man's

total surroundings include God. Thus a philosophy of Christian education will lead the curriculum builder to take
into account that the formation and development of Christian character is more than the mere transmission of a
body of theological or Biblical knowledge to the pupils.
There was a time in the past when such was almost the sole
purpose of the Church.

Such a goal did serve to keep alive

the light of education in a day when it was flickering very
dimly.

But it became walled up within the monasteries,

unmindful of its total environment and of Christianity's
total relationship to man.
This latter statement leads us to the second implication which is of value in Dr. Brightman's definition
of philosophy.

That is, man's total environment includes

not only God, but his fellowman.

We are not only citizens

of a state or a nation, we are world citizens.

Not only

13
will commitment
education

to an adequate philosophY

of Christian

deliver us from the transmission

of knowledge,

of a mere body

it will also keep us from centering too

!EW~1'i}attention on the mechanics
cult to over-stress

of teaching.

the pSycholOgical

It is diffi-

factors involved in

good teaching, but improved techniqueS in teaching do not
necessarily

mean that the pupilS will automatically

become

better grounded in Christianity and make better adjustments
to their total environment,
~omparati~_l-~
Christian

including their fellowmen.
Recent Development

education has made giant strides in or-

ganization, techniqueS, and improvements of curriculum
since Robert Raikes, in 1780, gathered some of the underprivileged children of Gloucester, England, around him to
help make up for their deficiency in education.

11most

immediatelY the idea was transplanted to the United states
and took swift and permanent root.

As early as 1791 the

Sunday School society of Philadelphia was established,
becoming the earliest local effort of cooperation in Chrisl

tian education.

Cooperative efforts grew until the International
Council of ReligioUS Education came into existence in

------------ __

,-----------,---------lWil1iam Clayton Bower & Percy Roy Ha~rd,

f_r.otestantism Faces Its Educational:t~
Togeth~ (Ch1cago: International Council of ReligiOUS Education, 1949), p. 3.
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1922.

The International

two voluntarily

Council is composed of forty-

associated

denominations

of the United

States and Canada and contains, so far as the United States
is concerned,

about ninty per cent of the total Church mem-

bership.
Yet is was not until the beginning

of this present

decade that anything like a systematic sta tement of philosophy of Christian

education was drawn up.

Various indi-

viduals had issued statements concerning such a philosophy,
but this statement

published by the Council was the first

of such to be representative
group.

Perhaps

~ a philosophy

of a fairly large cooperative

one of the reasons for the late arrival of

of Christian

education in the Council is the

fact that it is so loosely composed of such a variety of
traditional
philosophy

and theological

beliefs that no definitive

could be agreed upon by the whole constituency.

Some felt, however,

that such a formulation was unneces-

sary or undesirable

even if possible.

says Bower and. Hayward,
of attempting

"Pr-Lor

to 1937,"

"the Council had not felt the need

to state its theological position, if such

a statement were indeed considered possible or desirable."l
But now feeling the need of a re-examination
program,

in 1937, a Committee

Policy was appointed

of its entire

on Basic Philosophy and

with Luther A. Weigle as charrman.

----~l.------------------------Op. cit., p , 52.
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Philosophy ot~ducati~~~40
.The findi.ngs of the committee on Basic Philosophy
and Policy were approved and issued by the Council in
1940 under the title of Q11ristiM1_Ed1J.c'ii~on
Toda;y:
Sta tement of

Ba sic

Philosophy.

A

The staternentbegins with

an assertion of the purpose of Christian education expressed in terms of Christian faith.
The common purpose of the churches, through these
organizations and the International Council of Religious Education in which they are associated, is to
educate in Christian faith and life. This purpose 1s
based upon the twofold conviction that Christian faith
may be nurt'lu"ed,informed, and sustained by educational
methodS and that education should be animated by Christian fal th ..
l

The Committee then takes up the theological presuppositions concerning God and man.
2

,

God IllsCreator,
He is "almighty" and

Sustainer Sovereign, and Fa·ther."
IIj ust;" "his nature is love. II
By far the more space is given to man's relation

to God and his present predicament in our modern world.
Man himself 1s the created~
"creature

of impersonal

forces,"

LargelY, man haS forgotten
lChxistilln

of

Council
2

3

But as such, he is not the
but he is "a child

God; this

is the cause of his

Educat;!,.onToday (Chicago,

ReligIous Education, 1940),

11>..~.,

p,

9·

Ibi<!.."p. 10.

of God.',)

p,

8.

The International

predicament..

Frustration,

disaster, and sin are the re-

sults.

Further,
A new paganism has emerged in our time. To the
spiritual indifference and moral callousness which
are the easy vices of every generation are now added
open denial of Christian truth and rejection of the
Christian way of life.. The cult of power is in the
ascendant.
Racial antagonisms have sh~rpened. Men
have begun again, as in the days of the Roman Empire,
to worship the state, and to compel others to that
idolatry.l
Coming to the identification

of its own theological

position the CouncIl declares itself to be in line and harmony with the ecumenical Conferences of Jerusalem (1928),
Oxford (1937), Madras (1938), and Amsterdam (1939)· Denouncing non-theistiC humanism and the "absolute otherne ss" of an

II

arbitrary superna tural ism" as two impo ssible

extremes the Council places itself midway between the two.
The one over_emphasizes

reason, the other, revelation.

Selecting the best elements of the two extremes the statement says,

Christian faith shares in the social idealism of the
humanist. As the gospel of the Kingdom of God, it
proceeds from the di~ine initiati~e, the act of God
who in Christ seeks to reconcile the world to himself.
In Christianity, reason and re~elation, knowledge and
faith, are not sundered or opposed, but organicallY
related.2

This phase of the statement then closes with an assertion
of the need for a modern interpretation of the Christian
faith:

-----------------------------------------------l~.,

p. 10.

2!-12.i£1.,
p , 11.
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It is our obligation, as it was the obligation of
our fathers in the Christian movement, to reinterpret Christian faith in terms of the living experienee ~
of our own day, to discover its wider and deeper im-

p~ications, and to bring it into effectual relation
w~th the issues of contemporary living.l
The formulation

of such a "Basic PhilosophY" 'Was

a new and revolutionary

step on the part of the Council.

But there were those who felt that, if possible,

such a

sta tement must be made; that the Council must mak.e its
position known.
This move in the direction of making an official
statement regarding its theological position, marked
a shift from the early poliCY of the Council and a
new developmen.t of emphasis with far-reaching educational implications.2
The "far-reaching educational

implications"

lie in the

fact that this statement really marked a shift from pedagogical transmissiV'eness to theological foundations, though
the latter was stated in rather broad and general terms.
~Wical
and
Educational
Toda~
-- ___... Philosophy
-

,_

Theology, it must be remembered, is the basiS of
a philosophY of Christian education.

It is necessary,

therefore, to proceed to clarify theology in order to present a clear philosophY.

The International council'S statement of 1940, broad
and loose as it was, started a trend in the curriCulum of
1

!p~.,

p , 12.

2William Clayton Bower & Percy Roy Hayward, OR' ci~.,
p , 57.
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Christian

education.

For if Christian education were

really to seek to clarify its theological position and
theological

foundation with its accompanying

currictuum,

then the task of clarification must be more

thorough and comprehensive

effect on the

than was the first general state-

ment.
Too, other factors were at work which seemed to
call for a more detailed formulation.
atrocities.of

The debacle and

a second World War called for a deeper ana-

lysis of man and God and their relations.

A fresh study

of theology itself was giving an impetus to a renewed emphasis

of theological

ca tion 1tse1f.
So in 194

4

questions

underlying

Christian

edu-

tl].eInternational Council of Heligious

Education

launched the most thorough study of Christian

education

ever to be made to date.

title

of Xhe Study~sti~

Under the over all

Education,

eight

committees

produced as many documents dealing

with the various

cies

Council.

ports

and work of the International
were ratified

in a more popular

by the council

1

agen-

These re-

in 1947 and combined

form in the book, 1h!' Church and Chris.=.

_-'---'
_~..:1a::n::.=.l!.='g_=u=c=ta:t:=i::O::J!:.:,~b~y_:_p:.a.:ul=-H.....:_. _Vi
e th.
lThe eight documents are.
"Christian Education, Yesterday and Today" "TheolOgical and Educational Foundations,"
"The Local Churc~ program," "The curriculum of Christian
Educa tion," "The FamilY," "Leader shiP," "The Community Approach to Christian Education," and "The structure
of An
gencies of Christian Educatio ."
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The Coromittee on "Theological
dations"

wrote

in the Foreward

and Educational

Foun-

of its 36 page study:

The purpose has rat~er been to stimulate a re~examina tion of convictions a,n order tiha t we may togetner
face the derna.ndsof this hour with a fresh sense of
mission and a renewed grip upon what is essential.
At the same time that the Western world is puzzled
by the problem of re-educating Nazi youth, Christian
leaders in England are speaking of their need for reevangelizing the British Isl~S. The sa~e ~eed is to
be found with us, but any eftort at Chrlst~an advance
which does not rest on firm educational foundations
will be superficial and impermanent.
In the forward
movement to which we are .calLed, may this analysis
come not as a provocation to debate but as a guide to
labors which may be more worthy of the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ~l
The first sta tement of phi.losophy had been ra ther
broad and inclusive,
penetrating.
orthodox,

this one be~ame more analytical

Both were meant to be inclusive

evangelical

was realized

Christianity

so far as

is concerned,

that the more specific and detailed

logy and philosophy

became the more exclusive

and

but it
the theo-

it would

tend to become ..
There has been no thought of_laying down an orthodoxy
to wh1.ch all must conform. Throughout the statement
the attempt has been made to give full recognition to
divergent understandings of our faith and different
convictions on educational procedures.
It would be
too much to expect that the syntheses here suggested
will be universally acceptable.2
This

statement

three major diVisions,

under consideration

is divided

into

liThe Nature of Man," "The Faith of

ITh: Study: of C_hristian Bducat~n,
II, "Theological
and EducatJ.onal Foundations" (Chicago: The International
Council of Religious Education, 1947), p , ':,7
2

lQ.id., P • 7.
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The Church and Problems in its Teaching,'1 and "Principles
of Educational

Procedure.

II

The study presents the tradi-

tional view of man, i.e. he is a dual creature.
creature

He is a

of history and is within "the bound s of human

limitations."

But he is also a child of God and is bound

with many ties to his Creator.

However, child of God though

he is, "man is also a fallen creature.
has been marred,

explain it as we will."

The Council

1

then repudiates the optimistic view

of man held by some Christian
believed

The divine image

educators of the past who

that a proper and well balanced program of Chris-

tian nurture was all that was needed to adequately
with the development
ities.

of well rounded Christian

deal

personal-

Then the Council affirms:

We should never give up the conviction that we are
dealing with the children of God who are growing up
within the body of Christ ••••
On the other hand,
the empirical investigations which lay bare man's
brutality and pride, his sensuality and neurotic
characteristics, lend strong confirmation to what
the theologians were trying to express through the
doctrine of original sin. A sound program of religious
education must take into consideration this dual nature
of man.2
Civilizations

come and go, man's life is continual-

ly moving out to "ampler dim.ensions,II cultures constantly
change from pattern to pattern.
ent aspects

of man's predicamentll which remain unchanging.

1!.Q1g_., p. 10.
2

But there are some "perman-

Ibid., p , 10.
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For one thing man is .obviously dependent upon nature in
a certain manner

for his continued existence.

Another

constant

factor in the face .of the changing patterns .of

cultures

is that there is a "mere ultimate framewerk

Existence"

te which man must make adjustments.

or

One .of the

most serieus of these invariab1es, hewever, lies within
the very nature

.of fallen man himself.

sinful conduct
selfishness

"The ferms .of

change, but they find abiding roots in our

and pride.

not bring salvation.

The progress of civilization

does

It only makes the problems more dif-

ficult and complex."
In the light of this view of man Christian

educatien

has its primary work and directien mapped .out fer it.
words

stand .out in this assessment

and guidance.
induction

conceived,

First, "Christian education

Thus evangelism,

I'the Christian

stream .of corporate
embody.,,3

Through

tee largely

in whatever

terms it may be

finds guidance in the

the years Christian education has been

cencerned with the latter te the neglect of

ici:;

1Ib

edu-

experience which the church seeks to

the former concept.

3

involves the

enters inte the tetal program of Christian
Secend,

2

.of its work: induction

.of growing persons into the life .of the Christian

cemmunity.1I2

catien.

Two

p , 11.

Ibid., p , 16.
Ibid., p. 16.

It will be to the decided advantage
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of the Church when a proper balance is struck between the
two.
When the committee comes to the second of the major
divisions

of the paper, "The Faith of the Church and Prob-

lems in its Teaching,"
nature of the Christian
philosophy

central attention 1s given to the
revelation.

The statement of

of 1940 had taken care to point out that the

Christian

faith lay somewhere bew/een the two extremes of

self-sufficient

humanism and "arbitrary supernaturalism."

Thus "reason and revelation,

knoVJledge and faith" were not

to be severed, "but organically rel.ated."
made to synthetize

The attempt is

the two points of view.

But in 1947, at the close of our participation

in

a second World War, no such attempt is made.. The "social
idealism

of humanism"

idea of revelation
too, the writers
revelation.

is given the dominant note.
distinguish

In this,

between "gener af." and "special"

Special revelation

of God within
and message

is left in the background and the

refers directly to the act

history as He revealed Himself in the Person

of Jesus Christ.

General revelation has ref-

erence to man's intuition and insight and to the partial
disclosure

of God in nature.

But Biblical language does

not refer to this latter as revelation; though it may be
so called if care is taken to give it a proper designation.
Ambiguity

is avoided when this is done.

is given to the Biblical

The emphasis here

revelation for it 1s this that
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reveals

the redemptive

meaning

to the other.

action of God toward man and gives
an
liThe £pcus of..Q.h!.;!J?tlreveiation

is found in Jesus Christ.

He is the embodiment

of the gos-

pel, the good news of the saving grace and power of God."l
Because
and authority

of this emphasiS on revelation
of the Biblical revelation

and the power

creeds, when un-

duly lifted up as instruments of indoctrination and when
un
lid'

erstood as doing another person's thinkWg

are rejected.
of Christian
"historically

for him,"

TheY can play an important part in the area
education

if they are stressed only as a

'given,' like the convictions

and values

that give unity and permanence to familY life.,,2 But they
do violence to personal responsibility and run "counter to
Protestant tradition" if theY become authoritative and
negate personal

freedo~

In this document, then, the International Council
of Religious Education has taken another of its historic
steps in Christian education.
an analysis been made and

SO

Never before has so thorough
complete a statement been pre-

sented concerning the underlying foundation and basiC asstunptions of Christian education.

Such a thorough-going

examination cannot but eventuallY have tremendous repercussions in this important work of the Church.

It haS been

well understood that the Bible is basiC in Christian edu-

,----------------------1IQ.1_g_., p , 24.

2!.Q_i,g_.,

p , 31.

-

.
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cation and the idea has been advanced in curricluum guides
and various

objectives adopted by the council.

until the publication
Foundations"

But not

of this "Theological and Educational

has there been such a Systematic presentation

and interpretation of the Biblical revelation from the view
point of Christian

education.l

In preparing the third didsion

of the study, "Prin-

Ciples of Educational procedure," the committee has cited
the "central

principle" as that of growth~ For this rea-

son, "e sound theorY of religiOUS education must be developmental.,,2 The two traditional types of conversion, cataclysmic and gradual, are recogni~ed as having a place
side by side in Christian education.

But this does not

mean that persons must be forced arbitrarilY into one or
the other of these types.

Nevertheless, it is generallY
it
found that adults, with a CUJllulativeprocess of uncomm -

ment, will tend toward a "crisiS" experience of conversion
while the growing child, carefullY nourished in the Christian tradition, will evidence a more gradual and imperceptable change or turning.

But, nevertheless, the child will,

with sueh nurture, come to the point of conscious and defi-

-----------lIn keeping with thiS trend in Biblical

analysis,
HarDld L. Phillips, EditDr of Books and Church School Quarterlies for the publicatiDn Board of the Church of God, has
made a complete St~vey of the .Biblical materials selected
by the council covering an entlre cycle for every department Df the Sunday School. ThiS outline is nOW being used
as a basis for study and revision of the curriCulum by the
2~e
Council ..

s~tian

Edn~tiog,

Op. cit., p. 32.
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nite cOlli1itment.
The more successful religious education is in promoting normal spiritual growth, the greater the likelihood that conscious commitment to Christ will come
about not cataclysmically, but through cumulative
religious experiences which culminate in a definite
dedication.
The climactic is not to be identified
with the cataclysmic, but we should never obscu~e the
need for definite commitment.
Growth cannot begin
until at least a start has been made.l
On innumerable
encounters

levels the child will experience critical

with God, lithe impact of moral imperatives,

sense of guilt, and a need for reconciliation.
gious education
ations,

a

A reli-

that does not equip him to meet these situ-

to fit them into a pattern of continuous

growth,

and to emerge from them a better person is less than Christiane,,2
The study closes with an emphasis on the "social
outreachll of Christian

education and a reminder that it

"rests back on the life of the church as a corporate fellowShiP.,,3

Only

to transcend

by remembering

these will the church be able

its limitations

and become the center of wor-

ship and source of spiritual power which it should be.
:Q1Y.idedOpin!.Q!!§.
It would appear, from this foregoing treatment,
the philosophy

of Christian

education is "all of one piece"

or mind, but such is not the case.
even of the committee
Educational

--!!1?!S.,

p , 33.

3!.Q1£.·, p. 33.
Ibid., p. 36.

This does not hold true

that drafted the "Theological

Foundations"

that

and

which has just been studied.

--------- ._---
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Knowing

this, the coromittee write:' IIThroughout the sta te-

ment the attempt
divergent
victions

has been made to give full recognition

understandings
on educational

victions"

of oUT faith and different

con-

procedures. ,,1 The se IIdifferent con-

stand out very clearlY in the report and, at times,

even become contradictory.
Hayward

to

On these differences

Bower and

have written:
This latest statement of the theologicale foundations

of Christian education bears WlIIlistakabl evidence of
a sincere attempt to synthesize the liberal and con-

servative views that exist in the council'S constituency.

The difficulty

of achieving

such a synthesis arises

from the fact that two widelY different systems of
theological thought, each based upon rundamentally different presuppositions, lie side by side in the report
as they do in the constituency of the Council. One of
the chief values lies in the fact that these differences
are quite clearlY set forth and are left for the most
part to speak for theroselves.2

Even a casual reading of the document reveals how true this
is, as, for instance, the stated difficulty of agreement
on the question of the place the Hebrew scriptures in relation to the revelation in the New Testament.

Still another

point of stress is found in the discussion on the creeds.
No attempt is made to come to an agreement on these questions.

Not only disagreement, however, but a hasic contradiction is found in the report when the committee comes to
its treatment of the conversion and religioUS experiences

-----------.--------------.----------------lIbid~~~

2

Bower

7.
and Hayward, ~.

ci1·, pp.

59, 60.
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of the childe

Stating that the young child need not come

to experience "a grave crisis in which a sense of desperation 1s approximated,"

the coromittee says,

Yet the whole concept of Christian nurture which is

implicit in child baptism or child dedication and to
which Christian

parent education is directed runs

counter to the assUJllptionthat such an experience is
to be expected
Then the committee

in a wholesomelY

reared child. 1

proceeds to show how through "success-

fUl religioUs eduea tion" the child will be led "through
cumUlative religioUS experiences which culminate in a definite dedication,"

the child will be led to the place of

cOJllJllitment.2In a statement previouslY quoted, the committee writes, "The climactic is not to be identified with
the cataclysmic, but we should never obscure the need for
defini te c ommi tmen t • ~lWll!-nn01-bru:in

U!ltil

a,t1ea s!<

a start ns s been made. ,,3
---

In one pharagraph child baptism and dedication are

held out to be efficaciouS for the child, and in another
it is pointed

commitment"
out this

11

out that "definite dedication" and "definite

should "never be obscured" for the child.

With-

growth cannot begin."

This doctrine of "child baptism" runs counter to
yet another assertion of the committee.

--- --------

IThe ~;;~~tiO!1'
2

.
IQ.~g_.,

p,

33·

3 ItalicS mine.

It was noted that
Qp. cit., p , 33.
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when dealing with creeds the committee was not opposed to
them so long as they be looked upon merely as "guideBut it was opposed to them when they became "a

pcs t s ,"

measuring rod to which all must conform."l

They were to

be rejected when they thus undertake to do "another person's
thinking for him," for theY then run "counter to Protestant
tradi tion and to a valid conception of education.!! But

child baptism is a creed and dogma that does exactly that
and more.

For not only does it do his ihinking for him,

it relieves him of personal ~

and personal £QmMitment

without which growth in religfuoUS experience cannot even
begin ..

The deepest cleaveage, however, in the philosoPhY
of Christian education does not lie merely within the Council; neither does it lie within the various concepts of
methods and emphases.

It strikes down to the very theo-

logical foundation out of which the philosophY grows.

This

breach is best seen and e~emplified by comparing Ernest J.
Chave's !_Fun~ona~~ous

Educat~2

and

the popular summar Lzation of the Interna tional Counc il' s
eight documents, 'V>..&. S,~i2iiJ!P

Ed",'l!ltion.
by

Paul H. Vieth' under the title, the Church-and CW.J..!;.tiB!\

-

~~tio~.3

Vieth'S position places him within historic
---------------

l!e.;h£!..,
p , 30.
2
University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1947.
The
3
Bethany Press, st. LouiS, 1947.
The
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Christianity

while Chave breaks with this historic basis.

His is purelY a naturalistic point of view.

"The develop-

ing wi sdom and ideali sm of humanity," he says,"are equal to
Us

problems."l

Hence we have here a humanistic approach

to the problems of Christian education which "emphasizes
the responsibility

of man for a large share in his own sal-

..
,,2 How differentlY man'S share is put by
vation. ..
Vieth I "If Christian education is to induct growing per-

.

sons into the life of this fellowship (of the Church) it
must realize that it is dealing with something more than
our human quest for the good life.
en u3
thing that is divinelY giv

It is sharing in some-

•

One man sees Christianity and Christian education
as a "functional" achievement to be wrought out by the
progress of man, another sees Christianity as a "divinely
given" revelation and Christian education as the means of
induction into and a sharing of such a divine heritage.
Chave repudiates both sectarianism and supernaturalism
"and seeks to shOW that these two historical developments
are not essential in the inherent nature of religion and
are foreign to its free operation in a modern w0rld.,,4
Of his work Chave further saYs, "Throughout this book a

-_ ...lErnest
- -------------J. Chave, ~~_ci~.' p. 3·
2 I'Q.;ill.,
.
p, v,

3Q.2.~cll.,
4

,

cMve

p , 62.

Ql?.!.._CU.,

p.

v.
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naturalistic

position is assumed rather than a superna-

turalistic,

on the grounds that naturalism gives religion
, ti b . ,,1
a much more substantial and rea I 1S c as~s.
But the question at once arises:

What basis can

there be for religion and religious education when the
divine is conceived
reality

in such human, impersonal terms?

In

this amounts to no more than the pride that exalts

the self-sufficiency
has revealed

of man and a repudiation

Himself in Jesus Christ.

of God who

Historic Christian-

ity holds a very different conception of God.
God is love. He seeks the good of all through his
work as Creator and Redeemer; The most significant
force in the universe is the divine good will toward
man
God is our Father. All men are made in the
image of God. Both the beginning and the ultimate
destiny of human life, of individuals and groups, are
found in the purpose of their Father in heaven. • • •
They can realize the potential of their own deepest
natures and the promise of their community with other
men only as they live in the practical recognition of
their spiritual ~itYe
God is wit~in a2 nell a!
~b~~e his world.
8

History

has dramatically

to his problems.

shown that man is not equal

Cultures and civilizations

that have left

God out of daily life, that have not gone on the basic assumptions

of justice and a God to whom man is accountable,

have not proven their ability to stand the materialistic
and secularistic
The gigantic
I

foes that struck at their foundations.

task of Christian education is transformed at

~.,

2
Vieth,

p ..

6.

O~. cii-, p. 227 (Italics mine).
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once into a program of social betterment and progress.
But in this shift from the dependency upon the divine to
the self-sufficiency
tion are sown.

of man the very seeds of self-destruc-

And if this 1s true socially and culturally,

how much more does it pertain to Christian education 1
The cleaveage
the extremely

is really that which exists between

liberal and more orthodox win.gs of C~istian-

ity, between naturalism

and supernaturalism.

One group

places the greater share of the redemptive load upon the
progressive

attainments

of man, the other, stressing trans-

cendentalism,

sees man as utterly helpless with the redemp-

tive movement

beginning

from God and reaching to man.

A sug_gested Philosol.hL,
The Biblical
who is approaching

revelation

does indeed give us a God

man who could not redeem himself.

the divine approach

is for the purpose of eliciting on the

part of man the response of faith.
Christian

tradition

and laborious

so dramatic
tion itself8

OutSide of the Hebrew-

the history of man is that of his slow

search for ultimate meanings, supreme values,

and the supernatural
illumination.

But

with here and there a sudden intuitive

Nowhere, however, does that picture become
as when we turn to the Hebrew-Christian

tradi-

For here God has moved personally onto the

scene "to seek and to save that which was Lo st ,"
ing God finds groping man.

The search-
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It is not enough to maintain that Christian education must have a theological

foundatione

We should be more

precise and hold that it must begin with the specific theological tenet of man's need of the redemptive action of the
self-disclosing

God.

will at once dissolve

To begin with this basic assumption
the tension between the "Christ-cen-

tered" and the "person-centered"

emphases.

The exclusive

circles of these one-sided emphases will be obliterated
and both will be caught up into a higher synthesis and
placed at the center of an inclusive circle.
Thus a. full-orbed

philosophy of Cmistian

education

will be neither wholly objective nor totally subjective.
But both Christ

(and the Bible as the record of His reveI

lation) and the individual will be presented as meeting in
a "Divine-human

encounter" where man responds in faith to

the seeking God.
In the past Christian

education has placed great

stress upon the concept of growth in the lndividual.
of course, presupposes
Christianity

the "Christian nurture" of liberal

and "commitment"

aspect of the theological

of its right wing.

But this

foundation which we present here

calls for a wider range of consideration
cabulary.

This,

and a larger vo-

In fact, a start is made in Christian education

at a point which has been taken for granted before.

Thus

a stronger emphasis would be made upon placing the Christian revelation

before the individual as God's redemptive

act toward him, an act which requires response on the part

I
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of the individual.

Even in the case of children Christian

education would come with its message of the divine act
and Life bearing challenge and eliciting response from
them.
At each succeeding stage of growth the challenge
becomes more meaningful, the response becomes deeper and
more purposeful, and growth becomes richer in content and
wider in scope.

Challenge, response, and growth are neces-

sary elements to success in any worthwhile area of life.
How much more essential they become to the development of
that vigorous type of Christian character so greatly needed
in our world today_
The challenge, according to sound pedagogical methods,
would be aimed at the individuals on the level and in the
terms of their background and ability to apprehend and respond.

Response itself has a larger connotation than that

first commitment as an act of faith; it becomes a response
of the total person not only in an initial act of faith and
commitment, but a purposive response of faith and action
that leads the individual to successive stages of growth
and Christian living.

Thus growth itself becomes not the

goal of Christian education, but it becomes the natural
result of the first two stages of education that leads
"to mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ.lll
1

Eph. 4:l3b_

R.S.V.
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Such a philosoPhy of Christian education might be
called an Existential PhilosoPhy of Christian Education
if it be informed by the theistic stream of Kierkegaard's
existentialism.

For such an approach begins with the indi-

vidual as we find him.

But since we find him with a chal-

lenge already in pur hands, we find the indiV'idual as he
stands confronted with God.

ThUS whether that individual

be child, Christian, or sinIler·(not to shun Biblical language) the challenge, directed according to sound educational methods, comes to bear stronglY upon the person so that
he is placed in the position of response and growth (if
the response be in faith).

Such a philosoPhy begins at

the theological point of need and leads toward the ideal
as found in Christ.

The center of emphasiS of Christian education is
found neither in Christ nor the individual alone, but at
an existential

point or

"now" in which the person stands

confronted with Christ and to whom he must make adjustment.
If that adjustment be the response of faith that leads to
Christian action, then Christian growth followS.

It can

readily be seen that if such successive responses be made
to an enJ.arging ehallenge that Christian growth is assured.
It is the task of Christian education to begin at the proper
existential

point and deV'elop its curriculum so as to chan-

nel the Christian message to the individual at the various
levels of growth and to lead him in the deV'elopment of Chris-
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tian chaza cter ..
The advantage of such a view of Christian education
is that it wipes out the foundational tension between the
"Christian nurture" of liberalism and the "crisis" commitment of more conservative Christianity.

For both may be-

gin at the existential point and proceed along the line
of challenge, response, and growth in order to arrive at
their mutual goal, Christian character.
More completelY will it wipe out the tension between the "Christ-centered" and "person..or experience-

,"

centered" empha ses, For instead of the curriculum aiming
at now one and then the other or even becoming a wavering
line between the two they will be bracketed together in
an existential inclusiveness.

In this manner we have a

true-to-life situation set before the curriculum builders.
Thus there is not the seesaw attempt to maintain a balanced
emphasis for no such tension exists.

Rather the real situ--

ation becomes that of experience in the light of God.

Or,

to put it another way, it becomes that of Christ confronting man with the message of redemption.

In any event , the

only tension that remains is that exper-Lenced by the individual as he is confronted by the Christian challenge at
the various stages of growth.l
~his does not mean that the individual lives in a
perpetual state of tension as ~ver against God, but it will
be the type 2· of emotional and religious tension which any
person experiences who is confronted by the enlarging Christian challenge. Such tensions are resolved as response, adjustment, and growth occur, but only to reappear at each
successive level of challenge.

CHAPTER III
OBJECT lVES OF THE CURRICUL tIM
, The development
Christian

education

of a curriculum for instruction

is a task that has long challenged

some of the best minds in the Church.
School far outdistances
religious

teaching

in

Since the Sunday

even its closest collaborator

in

in the number of pupils reached, it is

an agency which merits the attemtion which it 1s now receiving.
But it has not been, and is not now, an easy matter
to develop a curriculum
es needing

such materials

is understandable
traditional,
munions.

for their constituencies.

and emotional

differences

of the numerous com-

concerted and consistent effort is

being made in the development

of a curriculum

which will form the basis of suitable materials
churches

to use in Christian
To achieve

This

when we call to mind the theological,

Nevertheless,

constantly

sUitable for all the various church-

for the

instruction.

such a basis out of which acceptable

ma terial s shall grow it is nece ssary to f:ovmulate a goal
or goals toward which the currictuum
This sounds easy.

shall move.

And it would be easy if only

36
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one communion

had to be considered.

the array of theological
churches

But when we look at

and traditional differences of the

the wonder is that advancement

has been made to

the point where we now stand.
It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the
objectives

of the various curriculum builders and writers

and to study the types of curricula and their aims which
grow out of their particular

emphases.

first of all with the International
Education

We shall begin

Council of Religious

itself and then proceed to a study of a number

of churches which are in various stages of cooperation
with the Council.
I

1.

The International

CORn£il

Of

Since the merging of the
Evangelical

Denominations

School Association
gious Education

Sunday School Council of

and the International

Sunday

into the International CotUlcil of Reli-

in 1922 this latter organization has been

playing an increasingly
tian education.

important role in the field of Chris-

The International

ly led by progressive
curriculum

Reli&ious Education

Council has been general-

men who have crusaded for a graded

adapted chronologically

and psychologically

to

the various age groups and for a properly trained leadership and teaching

staff to carry through an adequate reli-

gious educational

program in the churches.

by gradual

stages, "become increasingly

actual daily life situations

The Council has,

sensitized to the

in which boys and girls, men

I

n
and wome

ind themselves, and have slanted our curricular
f

soward

material

t

the places where they truly live."

1

Out of its work there have been developed types of
materials which most of the churches noW accept as standard
lessons for their varioUS sunday School classes.

Among

those lesson plans are materials which are noW familiar to
the Uniform Less~ns, the Group Graded or
all of us such as

raded Lessons, the CloselY Graded and Elective
CYcle G

es.

These do not cover all the areas in which the

Cours

International council is interested, but it does include
e lesson materials aimed directlY at the sunday School
all th
classes.

wil

1 be interesting

and in line with the studY to determine

Paper to cite the following results of a
use of the Council'S sundaY School materialS.
the
A study made in 1945 under the auSpicies of the International Council of ReligioUS Education finds 14 out
of 28 denominations publishing at least some materials
based upon International council graded outlines-Cycle Graded and/or CloselY Graded. 2
This same study further relleals that "all 28 denominations

-

~urlleyed (were) making some use of outlines prepared coopera-

-

-___::-~by The committee on The Study of
C
lFrom a statement
~istian
Education The ~tiO!!'
No.
! ' liThe curricuJ. ' ofchristian Education' ChicagO: The
UJIl
nternatlonal Council
of ReligiOUS Education, 1947), p. 9.
2

Ibid., p. 9·

-
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ounc

-- 105ely Graded,

ti vely thr ough the Interns tJ.·
ona1 C
i1 C
ra ed , or um.form."
Seven teen of the denomina tional

Cycle G

d

.1

publishing houses. reported that the Uniform Lessons alone
accounted for 60% of the total ·circulation of their Sunday
School materials.

The goals of the International Council have been
over a period of years to a very concise form and

pe

develo

d

are now familiar to most all giving seriouS attention ,to
c~ar materials in Christian education. So important
curri "
\
are these objectives to our studY that it is necessary to
list them at this point.

I--Christian education seeks to foster in growing
persons a consciOusnesS of God as a reality in human
experience, and a sense of personal relationshiP to him.
lI __Christian education seeks to develOP in growing
persons such an understanding and appreciation of the
personality, life, and teaching of Jesus as will lead
t? experience of him as Savior and Lord, loyalty to
h~m and his cause, and will manifest itself in dailY
life
snd conduct.
.
III--Chris
education seeks
to foster in growing

persons a tian
progressive and continUOUS development of
Christlike
IV_-Chris

character.
education seeks to develOP in growing

persons the
tian ability and disposItion to participate in
and oontribute constructivelY to the building of a
_ social order thrOughout the world, embodying the ideal
of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
V __Christian education seekS to develoP in growing
persons the ability and diSPosition to participate in
.the organized society of Christians--the Church.
VI __Chris
education seekS to develOP in growing
persons an
appreciation of the meaning and importancetian
of the Christian familY, and the ability and diSPosition
to participate in and contribute constructivelY to the
life of this primary social group.

VII __ChriS

education seekS to lead growing persons

tian

-- 1-------Ibid-, p , 10.
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into a Christian interpretation of life and the universe; the ability to see in it God's purpose and plan°
a life philosophy built on this interpretation.
'
VIII--Christian
education seeks to effect in growing
persons the assimilation of.the best religious experience of the race, preem~nentlY that recorded in
the Bible, as effective guidance to present experience.l
In its own analysis of these objectives the Council points out the following evaluation of this statement.
First, it directs "the spotlight of attention upon the individual with his changing needs and experiences,
conserves

and thus

the insights which we have associated with such

phrases as 'experience-centered,'
'person-centered.'" 2

'life-centered,'

and

Such a program meets the boy or the

girl upon his or her own level of experience with a language
that is understandable

to each age group.

is not to be about any and everything;

But that language

it is to be charged

with the impact of the eternal gospel so as "to nurture
within

them a life of faith, hope, and love, in keeping

with the gospel."
Second, and by way of further explanation
is meant by "experience-centered":
curriculum

as centering

of what

"It does not view the

in 'raw' experience--experience

for

its own sake, neutral in quality, going nowhere in particular.,,3 These curriculum
1·

~istian

--

builders are interested

Education

in inter-

Toda~, Op. cit., pp. 16, 17.

2I,he Study of Christia.n Education, No. IV liThe
Curriculum of Christian Education," tChicago: Th~ International Council of Religious Education, 1947), p. 15.

3 IQ.is., p , 16.
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prating experience
in definitely
Christian

and leading to experience which "stands

Christian relations and moves in a definitely

direction."l

the curriculum

Its aim is to put "at the center of

not the individual per se, but the indivi-

dual viewed as a Christian

disciP1e.,,2

Thus an individual

is not forced toward the center of the curriculum in "splendid
isolation,"

or individualism.

"person-centered"

But neither does the term

thrust the great realities of "God, Jesus,

fellow man, the Bible, the church, the world ••••
ward the periphery

out to-

of the cur-ri.cul.uu
, but brings them in

close to the person whose education and salvation is our
great concern.u3
Third, this view of the curriculum does not disregard "the Bible and other parts of the Christian heritage"
as irrelevant,
mankind."

but sees them as "God's self-revelation

to

These become sources to be uti.lized "for an

understanding

of Godls great redemptive

sources in meeting present-day
present practices;

purpose; as re-

problems; as a critique of

and as an enrichment

of current experi-

ence ..
,,4
Fourth,

such a view of the curriculum

sees it as

not being solely on the level of either experience
one hand or on that of content on the other.

-~Ibid .., p ..16.
Ibid .., p. 16.

3 ~.,
4 .

p , 16.

Ibid .., p , 16.

on the

But the curri-
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Culum would run an irregular course between the two parallel 11

nes of experience and content.

For a while it may

lay closest to that of experience, but ne~er without knowledge of its relation to content.

And again, it will run

nearest to the pole of content, but never in such a manner
as to isolate it from the experience of the learner.

"In

any series of related units one of these would be the organizing principle and the other contributory, in order to insure continuity

and integration.lIl

"The one di~ine e~ent toward which the whole curriculum moves" is, in the words of Dr. John A. MackaY, "God's
redemptive purpose in Christ to men.,,2 The end of the curJ.culum road" is not reached when the sunday School teacher
r·
takes up the lesson materials in preparation for teaching.
This is but the attainment of "another significant milepost."

For the goal of all this earlY work haS not been a
prepare tion of a printed page, not the teaching of
the lesson, not even the teaching of boYS and girls.
The goal is, rather, to helP effect in them a response to the good newS of Jesus Christ and a lifelong loyalty to our Lord. 3
Worthier goalS or objectives could not be found.

__ --

-

But the question that arises in the minds of many is whether

1!.Q.iil., p , 16.

2 ;[12.:l,;.q., p , 17·

3
ld E. Knoff, ~
Journal_of R~ioult
lJ!.duca
tion,Gera
"Where Your LeSSons come From," (October, 1948),
pp , 15, 16.
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the "experience-centered"
by the International

principle,

so strongly advocated

Council of Religious Education,

is

the best route for arriving at the desired goal, or whether
it would not be better reached by some other more inclusive
emphasise

This question

strikes at. the heart of the cur-

riculum problem and is faced squarely by the International
Oouncil.

It reports that "the curriculum situation in cur-

rent Protestanti.sm is chaotic to a surprising extent" because of "the individualism
ism a s a whole. ul
more Biblical
naturally

which characterizes

The demands of some communions have been

or doctrinal

in nature; and such materials

demand that the various emphases or Biblical

outlook of the particular
fied according

denomination

in question be ampli-

to its own felt need~

Of the two principles
centered"

Protestant-

involved, the "experience-

and the "content-centered",

one has IInot won

the field against the other as yet, nor have the two been
caught up satisfactorily

in a higher synthesis.1I2

Here is

a problem that faces present and future curriculum builders.

We now turn to an examination

ions to determine

of a number of cummun-

in what direction they are moving in

order to solve their own problems as to the formulation
their objectives

in Christian

of

edueation •

.------~------~----------------------.-------lThe study of_Christian Educa tion, No. IV, "The
Curriculum of Christian Education>" p , 11
e

2Ibid., p. 11.
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Ch~ches . in Full
CooQerat1on With
,_=----~-- I.C.R.B.
-

2.

The first of the churches to be considered under

this category is the result of the merger of the Evangelical
and Reformed Church and the cOngregational Christian Churches.

Writing for the Board of Christian Education and Pub-

lication of the Evangelical and Reformed Church Franklin
I. Sheeder, Executive secretary of that Board, says concerning the objectives of the International council'

"These

are basie underlying principles which govern uS in all our
work in Christian education.

TheY applY to the field of

curriculum as well as to the other areas in which we do
our actual work in Christian education."l
The Division of Christian Education of the Congregational Christian Churches replied, in effect, in the same
manner through the nature of the materials submitted for
this study which serve as statements to guide the curricUt
lum Committee in its work. In a pnample titled ~an
~~cation

in our Church Harry Thomas stock says that the

-~~

ongregational Christian curriCulum committee recommends se
ItC
four types of courses'" The~'
iY gr~ded seri~, the ~'
~le~tive courses.2

the W and a wide range of

Excepting the elective courses, which

are "printed by-many publiSherS," but which are "approved

--

.- ------------______.-;-lA personal let~er dated December 6, 1948.
2 (The Pilgrim PresS, Boston,

4
194 ),

p.

27.
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by the Curriculum Committee," it can be readily seen that

the International Council is the source of curriculum
materials for this Church.
The two churches here under consideration issued
jointly, in December 1945, an eight page "statement" on
~~ogic~~

and Educational principles Re~evant to a Cur~

~icu_lum which expressed

II

some of the essential theological

and educational principles on which a curriculum is to be
bUilt."

On coming to the educational principles of the

curriculum, after dealing with the theological implications,
the joint Committee issued a statement "lifted almost bodily
from the preliminary report of the sub-committee on curricUlum within the International Council's study Committee
on Christian Education, and possesses the decided merit of
having passed through the crucible of many minds representing diverse points of viewe." Then fDllows a restatement of
the "organizing principle of the curriculum" as stated by
the International Council Study Committee already noted
above.
An interesting personal letter from The Board of
Education of the Reformed Church in ~merica says in part:
"The Curriculum Guide For The Local Church, II put out
by the International Council of Religious Education,
you might say is one of the standard guides for our
Church.
As you know, ours is a small dencmi.natf.on.andas
yet we do not have curriculum materials which we have
published alone. In fact, we have published just
Uniform Lesson material to date, in cooperation with
the United and Southern Presbyterians. 1
IDated December 3, 1948.
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The same wtJtter informs us that this Church is now hard
at work formulating a philosophy of Christian education
and producing Graded Lesson materials, but as yet these
are not ready for release.
The United Presbyterian Church of North America
informs, through Richard We Graves, Editor of Publications,
that its Board of Christian Education "publishes only
material based on the Uniform Lessons prepared by the Committee on the Uniform Series of the International Council
of Religious Education." 1
"experience-centered"
al Council.

II

Mr ..

Graves then refers to the

principles issued

by

the Internation-

Our own program of Christian Educe tion,II he

says, "ls in complete line with these principles." The
Home Visitor, which is a Home Department quarterly, "published jointly with the Reformed Church in America, and the
Presbyterian chunch in United states," is the only exception to this use of the International Council's materials.
The Sund.ay School Publishing Board of the National
Baptist Convention, U.S.A., issues for the colored constituency of that Church a series of quarterlies from the
Primary on up through the Adult classes based upon the Uniform lesson plans of the International Council. The Church
of the Brethren does the same for its membership with the
1

A personal letter dated November 23, 1948.

2

Le§son Materials and Publications for Sundal Schools
(Elgin, Ill.: Brethren Publishing House, undated), p. 5.
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exception of a Brethren GradStd Se:till of which some "units
have been prepared for exclusively Bxethren usee • • •
Then follows the familiar objectives formulated by the
International Council of Religious Education.

The Church

of the Brethren is also in process of preparing a "Brethren
Life Study Series" of several undated lesson units on Brethren faith and life.
The United Lutheran Church in America is another of
those churches working in full cooperation with the International Council.

Using the interdenominational lesson

plans as basic for its Sunday School publications, the
United Lutherans issue The Augsburg Uniform Series which·
serves "all age groups from beginners' classes to adult
classes.1I2
The United Lutheran Church, in cooperation with
the American Lutheran Church and the Evangelical Lutheran
Augustana Synod, issues a new line of Sunday School literature called "The Christian Growth Series."

This is

material especially adapted to the needs of these three
communions and is also used in
bodies."

several other Lutheran

II

This series is graded and is adapted for the
lIbid., p.5.
2

The Augsburg Uniform Serie§ Bulletin (undated),
p ..5. tiThe Scripture background and printed passages for
each lesson are selected by the UNIfORM LESSON COMIVlITTEE
of the INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION on which
our UNITED LUTHERAN CHURCH is always amply represented."
(Ibid., p , 3).
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on up through the Senior classes.
Even a quick
of the ·Christian Growth Series"
glance at the It seven aims!!
II
shows the influence of the International
council and its

Beginner

'lex

perience-centered"

program·. Theyare

with God, (2) Christian
Christian
Bible,

Adjustment,

Faith,

(3) Christian

(4)

Resources.

"lLs the name of

the pupil should experience ~owt~ as

a Christian. 111
The presbyterian

Church in the united states

"We use the Uniform Serie s • • • •" 2

~

Living,

(,) Church Membership, (6) Use of the

and (7) Use of Christian

the SERIES suggests,

(1) FellowshiP

culum Mat~,

says,

In a phamplet, Q.ur.

the author sets forth the goalS to-

CU.rri

w ~ch the program of religioUS education is to move:
ward h"
• God. 2. Jesus Christ.
3. Christian character.
4.
"1

Chri

stian
.

Service.

5. The universe.

The Bible ..113
In a booklet
Lesson Outlines
is stated

denominations
~us

for all

concerning

Lesson outlines

outlining

6. The Church.

the presbyterian

Graded

ages for the years 1947 to 1950 it

theSe lessons:

"presbyterian

are based on the outlines
cooperating

Education.:

7.

•.••

Graded

planned bY the

with the International

council

of

,,4 The ~~iOUS

-y------illg, ..
5 ..

,P e
n
E
2A ersonal letter
Johll L FairlY, Editor-i~-Chief,
Xecutive c~mmittee of RelIgioUS Education and publ,catio •

3John L. FairlY, p. 14.
4Page three ..
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Education

and publication

then takes the materials of the
where
Council, revises them to fit their awn needs-such
revisions

are required--and

then officiallY approves them

for publication..

The Methodist Church prints three major types of

Sunday School materials for its membership'

The Internation-

al Group (or cycle) Graded LesSons for Beginner on up
through Young groupS, the CloselY Graded courses for Beginner through Intermediate
form Lessons

for adults.

groupS, and the International UniIt is recognizable at once that

all of these lesSon outlines are the products of the Interne
national Council of ReligioUS Educat10

In the "Report of the EditbJl!lll.
Division to the
Board of Education and The General Conference of the Methodist Church" for 1948, the EJ<ecutive secretary says,
To sUllllll2riz
we would understand our basic p1l1'poses
in creating churche school literature to be'
1. To provide essential information about the
Bible
the Christian
religion.
2. and
To arouse
Christians
to put what they knOw into

3. conduct.
To aid in creating the Christian fellOWshiP in
daily
church,
community.in social action appro4. Tohome
guideandChristianS
priate to their stage of growth and the context of
the situation in which they live and work.
,. To expand the concept of Christian living to
include its wider implications and to stimulate think1
ing and deepen understanding.
This is but another way of stating the objectives of the
International

council and revealS the extent to which the

------~l--·----~--·--------------------------------------C" .A., Bowen,

P• 9·
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formulations
Methodist

of the International Council are used by the

Church.

The Northern Baptist convention uses mainlY two
basic types of materials for its Sunday School publications
The Group Graded and the Uniform Series.

I

For its Nursery

classes this Church produces its own outlines and materials;
for the Young People, Young Adult, and Adult classes it
makes use of onlY the Uniform lessOns; for the Primary
through the Senior High groupS it uses both the Graded
Courses and the Uniform lesson materials of the International COWlcil of ReligiOUS Education; onlY the Graded materials
are used for the Kindergarten

age group.

With but little rephrasing of the objectives listed
by the International COWlcil the Northern Baptist Convention says of its Judson Keystone courses, they a1m to
Help boYS and girls to knOW God as Creator, Father,
2.

Lead each pupil, at an Wlderstanding
Friend.
JesUS Christ as Saviour and Lord.

age to accept

Encourage and guide, Christian living in all relaDevelop
knowledge, understanding and appreciation
tionships.

4.

of the Bible.
Promote
active and intelligent loyalty to the

churcheach
and pupil
its program.
Lead
to know and to share in our denomi6. national missionary task. 1
The Church of God (AnderSon, Indiana) and the DiS-

ciples of Christ are both fullY represented on the International Council of ReligiOUS Education, but because of

-----------------------------------_.--- ----------------1
Frmm a descriptive

folder.
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their particular congregational types of government the
representation

is only through the boards of publication

and boards of Christian education.
have representatives

Both of these churches

of their educational boards on various

International Council committees, but it will probablY be
found that they, of all the cooperating members, are the
most frequent revisers of the lesSon materials coming from
the Council.

The smaller of the two, the Church of God, prints

Group Graded materials from the primary on up through the
Young People classes; for the Adult grOUPS it uses the Uniform plans.

This Church haS prepared no official state-

ment of philOSOPhY and objectives of Christian education.
Its material writers in thiS field are guided largelY by
the "experience-centered"

and "Bible-centered" emphases as

these are seen in the light of the needs of its own group.
The Disciples of Christ make use of the Group
Graded lessons from the Kindergarten through the Senior
groups.

Uniform leSSon plans are developed for the Primary

up through the Adult classes.

%.he.J!9rkers'J,lanllB].,
a handbook for the Church
School workers, contains on its flyleaf the eight-point
objectives of Christian education as presented by the International Council of ReligiOUS Education in February, 1940.
In a personal letter Dr. Glenn McRae, Editor-in-Chief of
the Christian Board of publication, has this to say about

the International

Council and their own objectives:

We have kept in touch with the study of Christian
education recentlY made under the auspicies of the
International Council and have read and studied the
several reports that were issued. Whi,le not accepting the conclusions or the implications even of these
studies throughout, we have tried to profit by their
use.l

Thus the International Council provides a "working basis"
but not the total philosophY of this Church.
As to the particular emphasiS in gaining its ob-

jectives of Christian education ~e

Wo~~

"In the Christian religion Christ is eentral.
ing and example are authoritative.

Manual states:
His teach-

• • • The materialS of

Christian teaching must therefore give him central Place.,,2
This amounts to a combination of the experience-centered
emphasiS of the Council with the Christ-centered emphasiS
of the Disciples

of Christ.

3. I!!ter-cooll.erati
ve JilffQ.J;:ll3
Various churches, members of the International

Counail of ReligiouS Education, cooperate with one another
in smaller groUPS in preparing and publishing numerous
types of lesson materials based on outlines prepared co-

----------.--------,-------------------------------'--------INovember

18, 1948.

2Fourth Edition1 revised (St. Louis. Christian
Board of publication, 1~48-1949), p. 12.
um
3
ials for this division are from lhe,curricul
Guide For Mater
the Local Church (Chicago: The InternatIonal Council of Reugl iis EdUCatiOn, 194,>, AppendiX II, Chart VI,
o
pp~ 89-91~
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operatively through the International Council.

Still

other churches prepare lesson materials, either alone or in
cooperation with others, along denominational lines to fit
their individual or collective needs.
In the first category, the Disciples of Christ
produce cooperatively with the Northern Baptist Closely
Graded materials for the Beginner, Primary, and Junior
departments$

In turn these two work with the Congregational

Christian Churches and the Methodist Church in the production of me terials for their Kindergarten cla sses e

The

Northern Baptist, Disciples of Christ, Evangelical and Reformed Church, and the Congregational Chri.stian Churches
produce jointly some Nursery materials for their constituencies ..
The Church of God and the Church of The Nazarene
use jOintly a Cycle Graded materj_al for the Beginners.
The latter Church further cooperates with the Free Methodist in writing Cycle Graded lessons for the Primary department.
The Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. and the
Evangelical and Reformed Church cooperate in the production
of departmental graded materials for all age groups.

The

latter produces jointly with the Congregational Christian
Churches various Uniform lesson materials.
In the Uniform lesson area, the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S. works with the United Presbyterian Church of
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North America

in writing all the Uniform lesson materials

(except the "Lesson Ilea!") used by both Churches.

This

former Church further collaborates with the Reformed Church
in America

to produce various materials

for some adult

groups.
Thi.s array of information shows that churches can
and do work together in one of the most important areas
facing the Church.

In this day when churches are becoming

more and more ecumenically
nificant

minded such cooperation is Sig-

for it shows that denominational

necessarily

require formal organizations

groups do not
in order to meet

together on common grounds and be of mutual benefit to one
another.

The experiences

in the International

and advantages

Council of Religious Education has

pointed the way to cooperation
themselves.

on a smaller scale among

For even here these churches have found that

they can give their constituencies
materials

of pooled resources

a higher type of lesson

than they could otherwise do alone.
4.

Independe~t V~ntures

Some churches are preparing lesson materials along
denominational

lines to fit their own needs either alone

or in cooperation

with other groups.

The ventures grow

out of a sense of individual needs that appear not to be
met by the outlines coming from the International

Council

and are deSigned not merely to supplement but to supplant
the materials

of the Council

so far as their own groups are
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concerned ..
The.first
Christian
Lutheran

of these is a cooperative venture, liThe

Growth Series,'1 produced by three churches of
extraction,

the United IJutheran Church in America,

the American Lutheran, and the Augustana EVangelical JJ>U-

theran Synod.

In describing the "basic principles" of the

series, Theodore K. Finck says it is

committed to the principles and procedures of presentday education; directed toward the 'full-orbed development' of the pupil; adaptable to effective use in the
varying sitootions that prevail in our church school s;
attractive in art and make-up.l
The educational emphaSiS is three-fold:

ledge; (2) the pupil;

(3)

life_situations,"

11(1)

know-

ThUS, here is

an attempt to combine content, the pupil, and experience
at the center of the curriculum,

The over all objectives

of "The Christian Growth Series" are stated as followS:
(1) fellowship with God_-the Father} Jesus, and the
Holy Spirit; (2) Christian faith; (j) Christian
living, both personal and social; (4) Christian adjustment to changing environment; (5) effective
Church membershiP;

(6) effective use of the Bible;

(7) effective use of such other Christian resources
as prayer, the Catechism, Church history, hymnS,
devotional literature, and religioUS art.2

Except for the denominational

significance of parts of

number seven it is readily observable hOW closely these
objectives parallel those already stated by the International Council of ReligiOUS Education.

-----

- .. --*

-

Realizing that they

.--

---

lThe International Journal of Rel~S
Educat1Qn,
"New ventures"1i1LessonProductionll
[Feb., 1949), p,

-s.

2 Ibid.,

p , 8",
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are profiting by the groundwork done by the International
Council

1

Finck

says, lithe Christian Growth Series could

never have become what it is today without the colossal
pooling of educational
national Council

resources accomplished

of Religious

Education,

by the Inter-

and the magnifi-

cant intercommunica ting fellowship which re sul ted ."1
series, but newly launched,
of five hundred

The

has a present pu.pil circulation

thousand~

The Congregational

Christian Churches released in

the Autumn of 1947 the first of "The Pilgrim Series," a
new lesson material

venture to meet the apparent needs of

its own denominational
perience-centered

constituency.

emphasis underlying

Pointing

out the ex-

the series, Harry T.

Stock says of it,
In interpreting the Bible, an effort is made to
show what the passages meant to those for whom they
were written.
But the teaching is always with reference to the experiences and needs of growing persons
today.2
The entire series is written on a three year cycle
and is aimed at introducing
of Christian

the "pupils to the major areas

faith, history, living and world-wide

missions."3

The courses of study aim at both worship and action.

And

though they are graded in order to be suitable to the various
1!.Qi&.. , p.
2

9..
Ibid. , p. 9..
3IQ.id...
, p. 9.
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age levels,

they are undated so that the series may be be-

gun at any time and proceed in a logical order.

A descrip-

tive sheet says of the series:
The Pilgrim Series interprets the Christian faith
to persons of all ages, in language and through activities suitable to these years, and in terms of its
practical bearing upon their needs and responsibilities.
It seeks to develop in children a faith in God as Creator, Sustainer, Father and Friend. It attempts to help
them to understand how to live in a world in which God
is supreme.
It aims to bring them gradually and naturally to an allegiance to Jesus Christ. It endeavors
to help children to become thoughtful and active members of the Christian fellowship.
Though "The Pilgrim Seriesll is an independent venture it is decidedly

in keeping with the current trend of

the times with its experience-centered
builders

are consciously

before in curriculum

profiting by all that has gone

and quarterly

The third major production
category

emphasis and its

production.
in the denominational

is the "Christian Faith and Life" series written

by The Presbyterian

Church in the U.S.A.

At the begiruLing

of this current Sunday School year this Church launched into the task of actual writing and production of its own
curriculum

and materials

for its Sunday Schools.

years were spent in preparation
ject, but it has resulted
job of curriculum

"Graded Bible Lessons
will continue

for and outlining the pro-

in a ~ost colorful and integrated

and material

The new materials

Several

production.

replace the Graded Series entitled

for These Times."

The Uniform lessons

to be printed for the use of those churches or
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church schools which do not make the complete change over
to the new materials, but all are encouraged to turn to the
new courses of study.

The Church is not hostil~ to the

International council, but feels that these new materials
will serve its own denominational purposes better than the
old type is doing.

Seven distinct advantages are seen

the new materialS'

They are graded, they tie the home and

in

the Church School together in an educational process, activity materials for clasS and home use are supplied in abundance, the themes and their developments eliminate fragmentariness, the Bible is central in the curriCulum, doctrinal
emphases are made and, finallY, the whole abounds in colorful illustrations adapted for each age level.
The materialS cover the whole range of ages and
classes from birth to the oldest adult, from the Nursery
to the Home departments.

One of the distinctive features

of this "Christian Faith and Life" series is the definite
attempt to tie the church and home together in the Christian educational program of the Church.

The entire plan is

presented as "CHRISTIAN FAITH AND LIFE:

A Program for Church

and Home."

The teachers' books or magazineS that are written

for each department or clasS level are aimed at both teachers
and parents, church and home, in an effort to bring together
these two units which never sho~d

have become separated.

Three themes are presented for study in the new
curriculum:
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In the first place, this curriculum is organized
around three great themes. In the year 1948-1949,
the emphasis in all age groups will be on Jesus Christ.
In 1949-1950, the theme will be 'The Bible,' and in
1950-1951, the theme will be 'The Church.' Then in
succeeding years each theme will be repeated in order.l
These curriculum

builders do not lose sight of those in-

sights already

gained by the International Council and

other groups.

The goals, designated in terms of commitment,

growth, discipleship
of Christian

and fellowship, touch upon every area

living; God, Jesus Christ, the Church, person-

al faith, discipleship,
community

awareness,

local, national and international

and Kingdom citizenship all come into

view in the total objective of Christian education.
IITwo major errors,"

says one of the writers, "have

been made in recent years concerning

the content of the

Church's

teaching,

each seizing upon half of the truth and

treating

it as though it were the whole truth."2

One er-

ror is made by over emphasiS upon the Bible-centered
look; the other, by way of reaction,
perience-centered

out-

over stresses the ex-

theme.

But the IIcontent of the curri-

culum is not information

but a Person, Jesus Christ, and

the information

is valid only insofar as through it he

becomes known to man in his need today."3
1

From a descriptive

2

booklet, p. 8.

From a statement "Approved by The General Assembly
(of) the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, May 26, 1947," p , 9.

3 Ibid., p , 9.
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Neither education in terms of character nor instruction in terms of loyalty to the Church are sufficient objectives of Christian
is intelligent

education.

The ultimate objective

Christian discipleship.

Thus, at each age

level the pupil will "be led into an ever deeper Wlderstanding of the meaning of the Christian faith in relation to the
actual conduct of life at that level."l
Though the foundation
logical

of the new curriculum is theo-

"it aims to produce full Christian commitment, at-

titudes and creative thinking by a thorough application
modern teaching methods.u2

of

In summarizing the final objec-

tives of the "Christian Faith and Lifell series Elwyn A.
Smi th writes:
It is not sufficient to conceive the goal of Christian education in terms of character.
A true Cl~istian
faith ••••
has fruits in the development of distinctive qualities of Christian character.
Christian education, therefore, interprets Christian character wholly in terms of the Gospel with its emphasis upon sin
and redemption and seeks that there may be shaped in
persons today the same mind and spirit, the same response to God and man, the same outlook upon life which
Jesus sought to bring to birth in his first disciples.3
This series sees the error of making a one-sided
emphasis

on anyone

theme and so places the Bible and the

pupil an.d his experience

in the center of its consideration.

1

Ibid., p. 8.

2

The International
~O~p~.~c~i~t.,
p. 11.

3 Ibid., p. 11.

Journ.al ot_Rel~gious Educat~,
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All three of these series make a strong effort to tie the
Church and home together in a concerted emphasis that amounts to something new in the regular Sunday School curriculum materials.
None of these churches have broken with the International

Council

of Religious Education, but continue to

work on the Council, to sit on various of its committees
and help to formulate its policies and shape its curriculae
The survey made in this entire chapter points out
the dominance

of the experience-centered

emphasis that is

being made in the whole area of Christian educatione
International

Co~~cil of Religious Education

The

itself franluy

faces the fact that it is a one-sided emphasis, as we have
already noted, but it offers no solution beyond the mere
suggestion

that there should be a more complete synthesis

made between

the experience-

and Christ-centered

emphases.

In his own estimate of the eight reports of the Council
and out of his intimate experi.ence and knowledge of Christian education,
improvement

Dr. Paul Vieth expresses a desire for an

in the curriculum which aims in this general

direction"
LessoD. materials will need to be built far more
effectively in the light of the basic Christian positions of the churches
if from them there is to come
a vital Christian experIence on the part of the learners. This is not to say that the mere embodiment of
theological convictions in church school literature
will accomplish the whole job. It is merely to say
that there needs to be some such foundation in the
literature of those for whom the literature furnishes
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the chief curriculum content.l
In other words, the literature requires both an

adequate foundation and a balanced, well-rounded emphasiS
if it is to bear the fruit of wholesome and growing Christian experience in the lives of the learners.

It will be

our purpose in the next chapter to indicate a philosophY
and suggest an emphasis designed to help in this direction.

----------------------------------------------'----------lThe Church and Christian Education (St. Louis'
Bethany pr;;ss·;-r947), p:-299.

.

The

CHAPTER
AN INTEGRATED

TV
CURRICUTJUM

It 1S well at this point to ask.
culum?

What is a curri-

What is it supposed to do or accomplish?

An una-

bridged dictionary revealS that it is a word of Latin derivation signifying a course of study "leading to a degree."
But the most interesting thing, however, is that at this
point one is referred to the noun curricle, through which
curriculum is derived, which means
drawn by two horses

"8

two-wheeled chaise

t
abreas ."

ThiS at once ansWers our double question.

What

is a curriculum of Christian education and what is it
supposed to do?
for ~ing

In the first place, it is an instrument

the individuals toward the desired goalS or

objectives of Christian education.

The curriculum itself

is not the goal, as some had thought in the past (an idea
which gave rise to the impartation of restricted Biblical
knowledge), but it is that which leads to the desired endS.
There is a loose sense in which the curriculum is all of
life, but so far as Christian education is concerned, and
partictuarlY the curriculum builder, it narroWs down to a
wise selection of those materialS which, through the Word
of God and the experiences of others before God, will lead
the pupil to respond in faith to the divine challenge--the
goal

of Christian

educati.on ..
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In the second place, as seen by the figure of the
two-wheeled

chaise being drawn by the team of horses, the

curriculum

of Christian education is that "adhered to" way

of Cl~istian

living and learning which literally carries

the learner along because of his response of faith in his
development

of Christian

The achievement
Christian

character.
of an integrated curriculum of

education which will do so much for those whom

we teach still lies in the future for the Church.. For divided theological

opinions, divided philosophies,

and one-

sided emphases have not, as we have seen, given us such a
cur-rtcul.um-

Some time before but especiallY since Amster-

dam Christian
broader

education is being seen and studied in its

setting and implications

for the churches and the

world.. But if it is to have the full impact of its weight

and power felt in our modern world, it must be expressive
of a oneness and a unity that goes deeper than the mere fact

of the cooperation of churches on a denominational basis but
which inheres in the message and mission of Christian education itself ..
An Existential

Philosoph~

At the end of Chapter II a Suggestion was offered
as to the direction which a philosophY

cation should take
curriCulum

if

of Christian

of Christian edu-

out of it is to develop an integr2it;ed
education.

The Suggestion requires
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further

clarj_fica tione

A philosoPhY of Cbristian education that does not
see man in his total environment will not be able to approach
and help him to make adequate Christian adjustments to that
environment.

A realistic view of man sees him at that place
where all the crosS-currents of life--God, good and evil,
religion, fellowman, history, choices, and necessities--all
come to bear upon his life.

Such is man as he actuallY 1s.

,In his book, wsi~guc!!.tl.Q.U'

Dr. Bernard Idd1ngs Bell

points out the grave results of a secular educational System which has not understood

man.

Is the united states today, he asks, a nation composed chieflY of people who have and
not grown up, who
think and act for the most part-1nwith
a democracy
the most part is the determining part-the immaturity and emotional impulsiveness of adolescents?
Many shrewd observers of the American scene, both
abroad and here at home, are saying that this is indeed
the case and that it is our educational System, defective in its understanding of man, which is largelY
responsible for our dangerouS juvenility. I venture
to add my voice to theirs.l

If publiC education is failing in the United states
because of its inadequate understanding of man, how much
greater will the failure and resultant "juvenility" be if
the Church and Christian edueation do not understand him
and his needs in the light of all the pressures and forces
that move in upon him.

When we become aware of the spir1-

tual illiteracY of our national population we are inclined

--------------------------- ----------- ------------------New york:

1

WhittleseY House, McGraw-Hill Book Com-

pany, Inc., 1949, p. 1.
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to widen Dr. Bell's indictment to cover Christian education
as well.

I!. workable philosophY of Christian education, as

\

has been pointed out elsewhere, must grow out of an understanding of man and his needs as he stands in relation to
Y

his total envir.onment--which necessarilY includes God.
But nothing in that environment so effects character and
determines ultimate destiny as does hiS attitude and response to the divine.

Man's choices and decisions are made

in the light of that Presence who alone gives ultimate
meaning to his choices and decisions.

ExistentiallY, which

means in ~e~lit~, Christian education must see the life of
man in the light of God.

Man's total life_situation is summed.up in such a
word for in t!'alit~ he stands in a personal "I-ThOU" relationship to both God and hiS fellowmen.

Here all of

physical life is lived and judged according to the thoughts
and actions that occur in sueh a context.

In n>~li1;;Cman

stands at every moment before a divine Word addressed to
his situation, in tt~

he is a spiritual and social

creature whose experiences are meaningfUl onlY as the light
of meaning is shed upon his total existence by divine illumination.

For psycholOgicallY as well as theologicallY

one does not become a !to1~ person unlesS and until he is
made so by accepting Christ into his life.

The scriptures

point out that "mature manhood" is the resnl t of a progres-
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sive unity with Christ.
In a sense man is said to exist at this or that

time and place, but such spacial and physical location haS
no significance for us or for the individual himself unless such existence be set in the stream of experience,

history, forces, and events which brought the pressures
"The word
of decisions

and responses

,

to bear upon him.

existence, from the Latin ~ister~,

to stand out from,

has since the time of Kierkegaard come to have a very precise meaning.

It refers to human life in the sense of selfThis is

awareness in the context of vital decision."l
existential

man, or man as he actuallY is.

Of the existential or "dialectical character" of
one's exi stnece Kierke gaard wr ote' "To have one's dal1Y
life in the decisive dialectic of the infinite, and yet
continue to live: thiS is both the art of life and its
difficul ty .,,2 Here one haS not onlY a keen sense of selfawareness, but it is self_awareness in the presence of the .
infinite.

It is one thing to think occasionallY in such

terms, it is quite another to live "one's dailY life" in
such a context as to make it infinitelY meaningfUL.
Most men have complacent categories for their daily
use, and resort to the categories of tl1einfinite
lCharles Duell Kean The Meaning of Existence (New
l
York: Harper & Brothers, 1~47l, p. "'89.
~2spren Kierkegaard, Q£~diug_unsci~tiflC
P?st§9ri~~, tr. by David F. Swenson and Walter Lowrie~ton: Princeton University Press, 1941), pp. 79, 80.

--~--
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only upon solemn occasions; that is to saY, they do
not reallY have them. But to make use of the dialec~lc o~ the infinite,in one's dailY life, and to exist
1n th1S. dialectic, 1S naturallY the highest degree of
strenuousness; and strenuous exertion is again needed
to prevent the exercise from deceitfullY luring one
~way ~romexistenCe, instead of providing a training
an ex~stence. 1

ExistentiallY,

man does not live in detachment for the

facts of existence have a way of drawing him into the vortex of life and he haS a vital stake, on the basis of his
own decisions and responses, in the ultimate outcome.

Here

he is confronted by God and is under His judgment.
Emil Brunner calls Kierkegaard "the founder of a
2

Christian philosophY of 'existence.'"

This qualifying

term "Christian" is an essential mark of the philosoPhy of
Kierkegaard,
if

for man's existence is less than meaningful

he be "deceitfullY" 11i.redaway from the "dialectic of

the infini

tell and thUS (!Y{E!Y.P_Q,!ll_I?J£~...2.iru19.2.·

Martin Heidegger' s philosoPhy of despair and Paul
Sartre's atheistiC philosoPhY are types of existentialism
which claim rootage in Kierkegaard.

It is true that theY

have come under his influence, but theY are more parasitical
than true shootS.

For had they discovered and did theY
contain the true genius of Kierkegaard they would have established .themsel

in the Christian tradition. "But what
ves
contributed to Eurpoean thought was nothing but

-----------

Kierkega

ard

lIbi4..,

p , 808

2ChriJ't~anity ~nd CiviliZation (New York:

&

Brother5,l94

), p. l~

Harper
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original Christianity and the Christian understanding of
truth."l

It is this "Christian understanding of truth" and

man in which we are interested in Christian education.
such a view of man sets his life in its true dimension where the horizontal line of historical existence
is given its true validity and eternal meaning by the ..artical thrust of the spiritual realities which strike dawn
into his 1 ife • Bishop Barry is right, "there is no guarantee and no security of man's status and dignity. • • .apart
from his relationshiP to God and the graciOUS activity of
God towardS him, which is the perennial message of the Gospel.

All other attempts to give his life significance, to

interpret to man the enigma of his experience and invest
his little day with eternal meaning, lead but to contrau2

diction and despair.

At thiS existential level man does not live in a

smug dream-world thinking that the "developing wisdom and
idealism of humanity are equal to its problems" \ But at
this point of ~~

where all decisions are seen in their

proper setting and significance meaningful growth takes
place.

The individual'S" growing edge" is at this place of

stress where decisions are made.

Here choices cannot ~ery

-.--------

well be lightly made-~or at least they are not made in
11e_iJ!.., p.

~.

Scribner's

35.

R. Barry, ~~

Sons, 1949), p. 15.

(NeW york:

Charles
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ignorance of their consequences.

1llll

Approaching the problem of the curricul
level of !V'~~

from the

the curricul1llll builders, the material

writers, and the teachers all find themselves facing a
situatinn in which theY recognize that they are not merelY
onlookers or even dramatists whO shall watch the action
from off stage but that theY are important personae in the
unfolding drama.

ThUS theY will bear in mind that the ob1llll

ject of the whole event of the curricul

is to bring the

one who 'is taught to recognize the divine challenge which
lies in the present situation, and in every recurring situation and event, and to make the response of faith in order
that growth in Christian character may result.

ThiS will

help to lead the pupilS to a growing sense of the significance of their total actions and lives as they are wrought
out in the light of that Presence whO makes every life significant.

such a vieW of man'S existence sets him in that

total frame of reference where he rightfullY must be seen.
Since a person's "growing edge" is at thiS point
of decision Christian education must direct its eff"rts
toward helping the individual to see himself in hiS total
life_situation

and to lead him, if possible, to make the

response of faith and action to the challenge of the divine.

The importance of such a response is set in bolder

ralief when, from the existential point of view, one behold s

the

ra spons

e

of "unfa i th. " Bi8hpP Barry quote s Arnold
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e

Toynbee as saying, "A failure to respond to a chaueng

suc-

cessfully is the essence of the catastrophe of social breakdown, which cuts short a process of growth and gives rise,
in its

p'l.a ce ,

to a proce 55 of disinte gration.,,1 But hOW

much swifter and surer is this process of disintegration when
that to which individuals fail to respond is the onlY factor
which offers assurance of integration.

ThiS existential philosophY of Christian education
meets the criteria of the Christian doctrine of man for it'
stands at the vantage point of Christianity itself and sees
man and his life in the total frame of reference in wllich
man finds himself.

Here the nature and dignity of roanare

preserved by the proper stress upon his own power of choice,
decision, and response.

Both reason and faith are taken

into account in the choice and challenge with which

he

is

In the light of thiS "divine-human" encounter

confronted.

ultimate destinies are wrought out.
~Emphaill

A philosophY of Christian education must be erected
.

.

squarelY upon the theolOgical foundation of the Word of God
and then proceed in the light of that Word to deal with
man's situation as it is W'd ~s l.~t~.

For philO-

sophy and Christianity both deal with ultimate reality.

---------------'----------------1Ibig,.,

p , 6.
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LogicallY, then, the emphasiS of Christian education is
determined by its philosophY which has its roots in its
theological presuppositions.

certainlY we cannot have an integrated curriCulum
in the true sense of the term unlesS we have an integrated
emphasiS or point of streSS in Christian education.

A.nd

that point of stress cannot be a mere segment of the total
life-situation of the individual; it must be an emphasiS
that is informed by ~xi~~c~

as it actuallY is. When

man's total existence thUS comes into view and is seen in
relation to God, Christ, the Gospel, the Church, and hiS
fellOWJllan~

itself is clarified and it is seen

that the term ~~~er~

emphasis is one that does

justice to this Christian view of man.
Those whO have used the term "life_centered" have
had a word at their dispOsal which could, when used in an
existential context, express the fusing of the traditional
emphases in Christian education.

But because it, too, has

come to stand in jUJCtapositiOn to the others it haS come to
have a party-name with no greater significance than that
which attaches to the term experience-centered.

Existen-

tiallY, since Christian education seeks to approach man as
he is and to lead him to all that he might be in Christ
and in relation to hiS fellowman, the term reality-centered-if we must keep the expression "centered" in our concept--

would do justice to this total situation.
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In the light of such considerations

the old cate-

gories of Bible-centered, Christ-centered, and experiencecentered lose their meanings in the traditional sense, but
on the level of ~~~

they ruse together in a new and

more meaningfUl integration.

It is not that the terms

themselves do not have very significant meanings, but their
meanings ought never to be set over against each other in
the Christian educational mission of the Church.

However,

when the total concept of such education is lifted to the
existential level it is readily seen that anyone

of the

three does not meet the demand or rise to the occasion in
the actual situation of a divinely confronted indiVidual.
The three cannot be in opposition to one another, neither
are they mutuallY exclusive.

The total picture of ~~

includes the Bible,

Christ and Christian experience, but it merelY includes
them--they are not the total picture.
~~itX

The emphasiS of
cture
demandS that we not squint at the pm
and see

only one or a combination of the three, but that we see
life whole in all of its meanings.

ThUS we will find many

converging lines as they point and bear witnesS to man's
life in the light and presence of God and hiS fellOW men.
The fact of the matter is, when the problem of
emphasiS is seen in this light of ~,

the old terms

themselves become an arbitrarY trichotomy that weakens the
force of the Christian message.

Just as man ceases to be
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man a s we knOw him or a. he ought to be without either body,
mind, or spirit, so Christian education ceases to be totallY
Christian when only one or two of these elements are present.
From the view point of total ~~,

then, the categories

in their separateness fail to do justice to the actual lifesituation of the individual.

Christianity is not just a waY of living, it is the

way of life.

Here men escape from a sensuous animal plane

of existence into a whole new realm of purposefUl living.
Such meaningful living is not merely incidental but is one
of the expressed purposes of the Christ whO holds out such
a promise to those whO move out of the shadow-lands into
the light of HiS kingdom.

Here onlY does man return from

prodigality and rise to his true dignity and worth as son
of God.

I<n existential philosOphY of Christian education

derives the llull benefit from this theolOgical fact and with
a reality-centered

emphasiS in its curriculum it brings

the full weight of this fact to bear upon the individual.
Here man responds to the total life_situation with which he
is confronted; and if he responds in faith, growth and
Christian character result.

!M.-Objeej;i~LQf.~~.a
The objectives of Christian education are in reality
theological and grOW directlY out of that foundation.

These

are the goalS toward which the curriCulum is to carry the
individual and into whose depths it is to guide him.

But

?5
without an integrated philosophY and the force of a realitycentered emphasis the curriculum can at best but limP along
toward these goalS.

As to the objecti~es of Christian education which

are offered by the International council of ReligiOUS Education and the ~ariouS churches, these ha~e grown and de~eloped out of the crucible of years of experience and
labor and are far in ad~ance of the di~ided philosophical
opinions and one-Sided emphases which they offer.

In this

case personal experience nas been a better instructor than
the philosoPhY to which theY ha~e adhered.
To obser~e the truth of this statement one has
only to reread the eight objecti~es adopted by the International council remembering, the while, its di~ided philOsophy and its one-sided emphasiS on experience.

Here one

finds such aims as fostering "in growing persons a conscioUSness of God as a reality in hwnan experience, and a sense
of personal relationshiP to himj" "to de~elop, • • .an understanding and appreciation of the personality, life and teachings of JeSUSj" "to lead growing persons into a Christian
interpretation of life and the uni~erse; the ability to see
in it God' s purpose and plan; a life philOSOPhY built on
thiS interpretation_til

The goalS co~er the total life_situation of man

---------

from God on through Christ and the Church, and on out to
lSee pages 39 and 40 for thiS complete list.
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the social outreaches of man's existence.

They require

but the philosophY of Christian education and the erophll

sis

as SUggested above in order to make them more meaningful
and accessible to those whOm we teach.

CHP.PTEH

V

CONCLUSION

our study haS taken us into that area of contemporary Christian education which serves as the fountainhead for the stream of Church school literature which
nows

into our churches every year. We have examined the

theolOgical and philOSophical bases upon which the formulators of the curriculu.Ill
depend for guidanCe in their work
and the emphasiS which each grOUP makes.

As a result some

things stand out clearlY in our mindS.
ThOUgh Christian education itself is as old as the
Church, the type of Christian education which we have today
is COJllparatiVelYa new arrival among the programs of the
Church.

Since 1922 giant strides have been taken in the

advancement of thiS work; the achievements themselves will
stand as a lasting tribute to those who have pioneered in
this field.
Yet these very men and women would be the last to

believe that our Christian educational program is a perfect machine.

The road na s been rough and there have been

strong oppositiOns.

TodaY there are widelY divergent viewS

concerning the theolOgical foundations; philOSophical opin-
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ions are stronglY divided; one-sided emphases are deeply
entrenched in our thinking.

In thiS condition Christian

education is not equal to the task that lies ahead.
Dr , Vieth

As

ha s put it:

Nevertheless, when viewed against the background
of the imperative need for Christian education in
America: today, the movement of Christian education
is found wanting in both its efforts and achievements.
This wide-spread sense of inadequacy is in part due
to the fact that idealistic leaders alwayS have a ent
vision which e~ceeds their reach. But it is more than
that. There is a growing eonviction that in pres day Christian education we have a fifty horsepower
machine to iIlO the work which requireS many hundreds
of horsepower. 1

The challenge that lies in the need facing Chris-

tian education demands a unity that goes deeper than the
denominational cooperation of the churches.

It must strike

down into the theolOgical and philosoPhical foundations
themselves and establish a cohesivenesS and an adequacY
there that will give unity and power to the Church'S edUcational program.

And out of thiS there will develop an

emphasiS which will do justice to its message and thOSe
whom it teaches.

Not for long can we afford to remain on

the grounds that give 'I1aliditYto Dr. Vieth'S charge of
kacking in "effortS and achievements."
The philosOphy of ~ty
which haS been barelY
outlined in the last cl~pter offers a step in this direction.

It is based upon the realistic situation of the

-----------

individual confronted by God.

Christian education pro-

lpaul H. Vieth, Q£._£i~., pp. 293, 294.
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ceeds upon this basis and worltSaccording to the best principles of advancement-_challenge, response in faith and
action, adjUstment, and growth.

The reality-centered em-

phasis never loses sight of this.

It approaches the indi-

vidual in his total life_relationshiP and never lets him
forget the importance of every decision in the context of
his social and spiritual environment.

The primal contra-

diction in roan has its source in his diS_fellOWshiP with
God.

BasicallY, Christian education must begin at this

point and develoP its curriculum accordinglY·

It will then

proceod on the basiS that a Christian disciple must be led
in a life-long program of challenge and response, adjUstmerrt and growth in service to God and man.
It is to be expected that such a Christian education
will

make

the best of sound pedagogical principleS.

The

basiS out of which it grOWS and the spirit in which it
goes will cause it to keep abreast of the advancing educational thinking.

For thiS reason the philosophY of ~

will

make a way for a Christian educational prOgram chronologicallY and PSychOlOgicallY adapted to the varioUS age
levels of the Church and community.

Language, activities,

curriculum will be scaled or graded for each age groUP'
III of thiS Christian education is practicing with succesS
today.

But the important thing to remember at thiS point

is that it comes to the individual with the full impact of
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the Word of God so that his life and all its relations
are seen in the light of God.

It teaches the significance

of eldsten

because of its total environment and destiny •
ce
.The over all purpose of Christian education is to

lead individuals

to make the best possible adjUstments

their tota1 environment
th of Christian

in order that development

character

maY resu1t•

to

and grow-

Such adjUstment

will

first of a11 give us men and women, boyS and girlS whO
respond

to the cha1lenge

whO pervades

and redemptive

the total environment.

the social implications

call of the divine

But if it is total,

and demands cannot be forgotten.

The major purpose of Christian
then, be put in another way.

education may we11,

It strives to give us wor1d

eLtizens wno decide and act in every situa tion from Chr istian princip1es
individual,

and motives.

but it alSO points away from him.

braces by its very definition
the person.
of man.

ThiS points to the existing
For it em-

the total relationshiPs

Such is the advantage

of the existentla1

of
view

It p1aces hiS total existence in the light of all

the factors bearing
this it reveals

upon hiS 1ife.

the u1timate

~nd because it does

religiOUS

reference which at-

tache s to ever Y dec i sion and choice whj.ch he must make.eds
~ curricu1llID of Christian education that porce
upon thiS basis will have a unity, a power, and an emphasiS
which wi11 make it more effective
of the Church.

in the educational

task

No division will weaken its force and no
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one-sided

emphasis will side-track or betray its message.

Neither will the Christian

view of man be lost sight of,

the picture will not be blurred or ou.t of focus.
hope that this remedy of wholeness

Let us

and the vision. of r_eality

lays hold of the edu.cational program of the Church for the
sake of the Church and those whom we teach.
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